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Text :
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It’s never too early to start thinking about your future and what you want to do.
When you’re young, you may think you have all the time to make important choices
es which
erience
nce and
affect on your future. But you must decide about your education, work experience
career to make your life easier by planning for the future you really want.
Everyone dreams about an interesting and satisfactory job with good
od salary, lovely
lov
t?
family, beautiful house and a fashionable car. So, how will you make that?
To be a successful person, you need to determine your future planss and work
wor ha
hard to
rtts. If you th
think about it,
achieve your dreams. Success depends really on the pupil ‘s efforts.
f the
e past and foc
explore questions about the future you want, stop thinking of
focus on your
ill start feeling
fee
p
prospects and goals, you will find your passion and you will
proud of what
you’re good at.
You are now middle school learners. Start by working
ing to succeed in the
t B.E.M exams and
ur future life. So, trust yourself and
make it possible for you to put the first step in your
make efforts to be a good citizenship.
Adapted from: infoline@young.scot
info
i
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Part One:
A/ Reading Comprehension: Read the
e text carefully
carefu then
t
do the following tasks:
Activity1: Answer these questions: ( 3pts )
1- Do young people always make
ake plans ear
earlier?
.............................
.............
.....................................................................................................
lan for the future
fu
2- Is it beneficial to plan
?
.............................
...............
.....................................................................................................
goa by B.EM success at first ?
3- Will learners achieve thei
their goals
..............................
...........
.....................................................................................................
True”, “ Fals
False” or “Not mentioned” : (2pts )
Activity2: Putt “True”,

en

erybod
body
y wants to have a modern mobile. → .....................................
a - Everybody
nking of the past
pa is very helpful. → ...........................................
b - Thinking
c - Future plans
pla do
d not necessary lead to a big success. → .................................
d – If learners make efforts, they will succeed. → .......................................

Activity3 ( 2pts )
Activ
Activity3:
a / Find in the text words, phrases or expressions that are closest in meaning to:
11-- Pass = ....................................
2 - Fulfill = ......................................

b / Find in the text words, phrases or expressions that are opposite in meaning to :
1 - Failure ≠ .............................

2 – Harder ≠ .....................................
ﺍﻗﻠﺐ ﺍﻟﺼﻔﺤﺔ
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B/ Mastery of Language:
Activity1: Find the mistakes then correct them:

( 2pts)

as soon as my brother finish his studies he‘ll travel abroad to Spain

/e
xa
m
s

.....
.................................................................................................................................................................
Activity2: Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form:

(3pts)
ts)

eate
e exam with high
hi
I want to be a doctor . If I (to get ) ……………………..my baccalaureate
grades , I (to study) ………………………medicine at the medical University . When
hen I get my diplo
d
diploma, I
(not to work)……………….. in hospital . A private clinic will be better.

/ 3: /

uc
at
io
n.
co
m

Activity3: Find in the text words that have the following sounds:
ounds
ds::

1- ......................

Part Two:

/ i: /

/ a: /

1- ..........................

1- ..................
.............................

Situation of Integration
ation
n:

(2pts)

/ Ɔ: /
1- .......................

(6pts)

en

cy
-e
d

w in your fina
final yea
Imagine that you are now
year at university. Next July you will finish all your
studies and get your diploma
oma after gradua
gra
graduation.
ragraph
agraph about
abou yo
Tell us in a paragraph
your future plans and what you will do if you get your
university diploma.
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